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WSJ ~ Moldova Needs the West's Help 
Against an Aggressiv~ Russia 

Political manipulation from Moscow is all too familiar in this 
former Soviet republic. 

The Moldovan flag hangs at the parliament building in Chisinau, Mar. 8, 2015. Photo: Carsten 
Koall/Getty Images 

By Vladimir Plahotniuc 

Russian political meddling may be new to Americans, but in Eastern Europe such interference 
has long been common. That's particularly true in former Soviet republics that look toward the 
West while seeking to hold on to their security and sovereignty. 

As I.he leader of Moldova's main governing party, I underst.md all too well the weight of 
unwanted Russian influence. I also know how critical it is that the West support the security and 
freedom of nations sitting on the front lines of Russia's mHitary and informational aggression. 
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More than 25 years after Moldova gained iqdependence, Ru.ssian t_roops are stiH stationed wit.hi.n 
our borders, in the breakaway region of Transnistria. Moscow refuses to recognize our 
sovereignty and, as in Eastern Ukraine and Georgia, provides economic and military support to 
separatist groups whose chief goal is to pre~ent former Soviet republics from aligning with the 
West.. Such "frozen conflicts" reflect a Cold Wat mentality that sees the world as divided into 
spheres of influence and affords smaller countries no authority. These issues cannot be swept 
under the carpet anymore. The time has come. for the international community to counter 
Moscow's defiance firmly. 

Like many former Soviet countries, Moldova is dependent on Russian energy. We are seeking to 
diversify and hope to integrate with the European gas and electricity markets via Romania by the 
end of next year. But we can't stop there. We need the European Union to adopt a more cohesive 
energy policy, one that neutralizes Russian attempts. to divide and conquer smaller states like 
ours. 

Between 2011 and 2014, Russian-backed interest groups manipulated Moldova's banking systern 
to launder more than $20 billion. An investigation by a respected and independent Western 
company is under way, but Russian interests have sought to undermine the fact-finding. Last 
year Moldova entered into an agreement with the International Monetary Fund to increase the 
banking sector's resilience and.security. In addition, by adopting transparent and predictable 
fiscal rules, Moldova hopes to show international investors that we are a safe, dependable 
destination for capital. 

Only a strong and well-governed state can resist Russian influence. In the past two years, 
Moldov<1 has conimi.tted to implementing ari association agreement with the European Union, 
creating a political, economic, cultural and security framework for our relationship. At the same 
time, we are working to streamline government, deregulate and strengthen the private sector. 

Moldova's partners in the West have been signaling increased confidence in our government. In 
2016 the IMF's executive board approved $179 million in credit over three years to support 
Moldova's economic and financial reforms. We have fulfilled our commitments under that 
prograrn, and the IMF announced on Dec. 20 that it would release the next batch of funds. In 
November, our government signed a memorandum of understanding for EU macro-financial 
assistance worth some $120 million. 

More is needed, but Moldova's progress so far cannot be denied. Our cabinet now has nine 
ministries, down from 16 before this past summer. The steps taken to reduce red tape and 
corruption are paying off. In the World Bank's 2018 Doing Business report, Moldova ranks No. 
44 out of 190 overall and No, 23 in the ease of starting a bu.siness. 

Most M.oldovans support the country's efforts to integrate with the West. Sarne, however, remain 
nostalgic for the rehitive stability of the Soviet era. These people are unsettled by the hectic 
political and economic transformations their country experienced after independence. 

Given that a significant percentage of Moldova's population is exposed to Russian-controlled 
media, propaganda and the anxiety it stirs are among the biggest threats we face. Inciting ethnic 
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hate and promoting distrust toward the Wes,t are Moscow's ways of trying to stunt democratic 
reforms. We are determined to stop this propaganda, but we need the West to recognize the 
challenge Moldova faces and invest in an independent media market. 

Unfortunately, powerful political forces, inc'tuding our pro-Russia president, Igor Dodon, are 
sympathetic to Moscow's narrative. That's why the parliameniary elections in late 2018 will be 
so critical, offering EU and American officials an opportunity to call out electoral meddling and 
halt the advancement of pro-Russian political forces. 

Moldova is a proud multiethnic state, devoted to reform and democracy. But Russian 
intervention is undermining our progress. We need the strength of our Western partners to keep 
us on a path of progress. We cannot go it alone. 

Mr. Plahotniuc is president of the Democratic Party of Moldova. 

Appeared in the December 28, 2017, print edition. 

This material is distributed by Cornerstone Government Affairs, Inc. on behalf of the Democratic Party of 
Mo.ldova. Additional infonnation is available at the Department of Justice, Washington, D.C. 
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We Can Teach Trump How To Fight Putin's 
Russia I Opinion 
By Andrian Candu On 4/19/18 at I 0:52 At\1 

Here in Europe's east, in Russia's shadow, we are watching the gradual uncovering of Russia's 
interference with U.S. politics closely. How does the United States, the world's greatest power, 
deal with such an intrusion? 

We have dealt with Ru.ssia's intrusion for years---ever since the break-up of the Soviet Union
and we are constantly adapting and finding new ways to push back on this undue influence. 
Having recently hosted my counterparts from Ukraine and Georgia for a security conference, I 
can say with confidence that those of us in the region are becoming more successful i.n our 
efforts, but that Western support is more critical than ever. 

The largest differences between our situation and Washington's are Russia's proximity to us and 
the physical Russian military presence occupying portions of all thre.e countries. Looming large 
is the significant and ever-present threat that our neighbor's appetite for land will grow. 
In Moldova alone, Russia controls 11 % of our territory with its decades-long occupation of 
Transnistria. If that were the Un.ited States, it would be roughly equivalent to Russian troops 
holding Texas and California. 

We also speak the same language as our hegemonic neighbor. Here in Moldova, most of our 
citizens speak Russian as well as Romanian (with Moldova dialect), and 75% of our television 
programming originates from Moscow. If Russian trolls were pretty good at fooling English
speaking Americans, they are even better in their native tongue. 

In response, our parliament has banned Russian propaganda and disinformation from certain 
Russian TV outlets over the Moldovan airwaves. It is a significant step in rooting out Russia's 
influence over our politics and population. 

We also conti1me to push Westward in our ambitions and partnerships while developing a 
constructive, respect-based relationship with Russia. We will never be able to shut ourselves off 
completely from Russia culturally, politically-or economically, but we are putting our focus on 
deepening our relationships with the European Union, NA TO (through the Partnership for Peace 
Programme) and the United States. 

Georgia, Ukraine and Moldova are all active members of the EU's Eastern Partnership, a 
program launched in 2009 by Poland and Sweden to foster political association and economic 
integration for newer democracies on Europe's eastern flank. It was a compromise between the 
EU member-states' interests and the strong voice of Eastern neighborhood supporters, but I 
suspect that most now would consider it a success. 
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U.S. President Donald Trump and Russia's President Vladimir Putin shake hands during a 
meeting on the sidelines of the G20 Summit in Hamburg, Germany, on July 7, 2017. SAUL 
LOEB/ AFP/Getty,lmages 

While there is no timeline or clear path for accession to the EU, the process alone has 
led Moldova, as well as Ukraine and Georgia, to implement reforms that help open ma.rkets for 
.trade, align legislation with the EU, achieve visa liberalization and, most importantly, provide 
real impetus for domestic democratic change. 

The push for positive change, both from external pressures of the West and domestic ones from 
citizens demanding a better life, will help our security as well. As our institutions and rule oflaw 
become stronger, we will have more spine to stand up against illegal activities in my country 
originated by our large neighbor. 

The United States is blessed by strong institutions built over 200 years, which has allowed it to 
deal methodically with Russia's digital incursions. Our democracy dates to just 1991, so our 
institutions aren't nearly as established. 

Still, because of this deficit we are able make great strides in a short time. These are measures 
that, regardless of when or ifwe successfully integrate into the EU and NATO structures, will 
help us become a better, more prosperous country for the benefit of our citizens. We still look to 
the United States for inspiration and assistance, and that will never change. 

The U.S. rarely needs lessons from countries as small as ours, but given our shared threats 
and Moldova's proximity to the source, perhaps we can help. While the U.S. continues to sort 
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I 
out the Ru.ssian threat to its democracy, knbw that we are on the front lines for Russia's hybrid 
campaign for influence and sowing discor& · · \ 

As such, Moldova, Ukraine and Georgia pledge closer cooperation with our Western partners to 
share information about-and fight against-· this common threat. After years of benefiting from 
the help and generosity of the West, we are glad to give back. 

Andrian Candu is the speaker of the Moldovan Parliament. 

The views expressed in this article are the author's own 

This material is distributed by Cornerstone Government Affairs, Inc. on behalf of the Democratic Party of 

Moldova. Additional information is available at the Department of Justice, Washington, D.C. 
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